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ABSTRACT

A 2-dimensional finite-difference code has been developed as part of the
Hydroacoustic Nuclear Proliferation Monotoring Project (ST639). This code is used to
model seismic and acoustic wave propagation in the Earth's crust and oceanic water
column. As a demonstration, we investigate the propagation of seismic energy through
a low-velocity region corresponding to the rubble zone created by an underground.
nuclear explosion. The geometry of the simulated source and surface recording
instruments is representative of a seismic refraction survey. The purpose of this
numerical simulation is to determine ff perturbations in the seismic wave field due to
the low-velocity region (nuclear cavity) can .be detected at the surface. Wave energy
passing through the cavity is noticeably delayed, and is easily observed on cross-
sections of the P and S wave fields. Synthetic seismograms recorded at the surface
demonstrate an amplitude reduction and phase shift for those stations corresponding to
ray-paths through the cavity. A significant fraction of energy is reflected off the low-
velocity zone, and propagates as backward traveling waves.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear non-proliferation has become one of the most important security issues in the
world today. One focus of DOE research is the development and evaluation of
techniques to detect clandestine nuclear tests. A potential method is the use of
hydroacoustic monitoring devices .in the ocean to discriminate suspected events on
land. As part of the Hydroacoustic Nuclear Proliferation Monotoring Project (ST639),
we developed a finite-difference code to numericaUy,simulate seismic and acoustic -_
wave propagation. Our main objective is to investigate wave propagation from the
continental crust (and upper mantle) out into the _c water column. In this report,
however, we demonstrate the finite-difference code by focusing on a specific
application involving on-site inspection to detect underground nuclear events by
seismic techniques. We find that seismic methods are potentially advantageous as a
near-source discriminant.

An underground nuclear explosion vaporizes and compresses the surrounding geologic
material leaving behind an sub-surface cavity. This cavity is structuraUyunstable and
tends to collapse forming an anomalous region known as a rubble zone. Seismic
velocities in the rubble zone are considerably less than the surrounding material.
Seismic techniques can be used as a mechanism for detecting this low-velocity region,
and hence suspected nuclear events.

In this study we investigate the use of seismic refraction methods to detect the cavity
created by an underground nuclear event. We simulate a refraction experiment by
utilizing finite-difference techniques, specifically investigating the effects of simulated
wave propagation through a low-velocity zone. We find a noticeable delay for seismic ,
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energy passing through this region. In addition, a significant fraction of energy reflects
off the rubble zone and propagates backward. These perturbations in the seismic field
are illustrated by vertical cross-sections of the wave field and by synthetic
seismograms positioned along the surface.

FINITE DIFFERENCING

In seismic applications, finite-difference methods are typicaUy used for numerical
solutions to the full wave equation [Kelly et al., 1976; Charrette, 1992]. The method
is general and flexible, and may be applied to an arbitrary inhomogeneous body of any
shape. Because of its simplicity, implementation is made with minimal analytical
effort. Finite-difference numerical" simulation methods are frequently employed by
oil-industry geophysicists to model seismic reflection data [e.g., Claerbout, 1985], and
by earthquake seismologists studying the source, path, and site effects associated with
seismic events [e.g., Graves and Clayton, 1992; Frankel and Vidale, 1992].

In this study a 4th-order finite-difference scheme is used to model seismic wave
propagation in a fully elastic 2-D inhomogeneous medium [e.g., Levander, 1988]:
This algorithm is based on a staggered-grid implementation of the elastodynamic
formulation of the full wave equation [Madariaga, 1976; Virieux, 1986]. First-order
absorbing boundary conditions using paraxial extrapolators are applied to the side and
bottom grid interfaces [Clayton and Engquist, 1977, 1980]. Mode conversions at the
flee-surface are modeled correctly using stress-free boundary conditions [e.g., Vidale
and Clayton, 1986]. An explosive source with a time history defined by a Ricker
wavelet is used as the driving term. More information about the finite-difference
techniques are given in the appendix.

We solve for the radial (V,) and vertical (V=)velocities of particle motion, along with
the normal (%,x=) and shear (+,_) components of the stress tensor. However, it is
instructive to write the solution as the time-derivative of the dilatation and shear
rotation. The dilatation (time-derivative) is given by

P=_+ _)---_-
.

and the shear rotation (time-derivative) is given by

I (aV,, aV,,
S = _-,_ _x) (l-b) .

The dilatation is within a scale factor of the P potential and the shear rotation is within
a scale factor of the S potential [e.g., Aki and Richards, 1980], so for simplicity we
refer to Equations 1-a and 1-b as the P and S potentials. The decomposition of the
elastic solution into these two independent quantifies greatly simplifies the visual
representation of the seismic wave characteristics. For example, the P and S potentials
can be displayed as two different colors so that reflections, refractions, and mode
conversions at the free surface and medium boundaries are easily identified. This
greatly simplifies analysis of the numerical simulations.

GEOMETRY AND CRUSTAL MODEL

We model a crustal cross-section 6 km long and 1 km deep (Figure 1). The P-wave
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" velocityofthemedium (Vp)is5.0kin/seealongthesurface,witha verticalgradientof
2.0knVs_ (7.0krn/sccat 1.0km depth).The materialprol_rtiesarcthatof a
Poissonsolid,so thatthe S-wave velocityisgivenby Vo-Vp/#3.The medium is
laterallyhomogeneousexceptfortheinclusionofa low-velocityzoneinthemiddleof
thecross-section;thiszonerepresentsthenuclearcavity.The topand bottomofthe
cavityareatdepthsof180m and448 m, respectively;thewidthis80 m. The P wave

" velocityinthislow-velocityzoneis2.0kin/seeand itischaracterizedasa Poisson
solid.

A compressional(P-wave)sourceislocated4 m below thesurface.The time-history
ofthesourceisdefinedby a Pickerwavelet,andisgivenby

f(0 - -2a(t- to_xP -aO'%)_ (2)

where to is the half=width of pulse duration and alplm is a parameter that controls the
fr(_uency of the source, For our model a=20,000, )o=0.025, and the sourco initiates at
time t=0. The maximum ir_uenoy for this sourc_ is about 100 Hz.

Our finim=dif-fcrcnc_ grid cxmnds for 1500 nodes in the horizontal direction and 250
nodes in the vertical direction (375,000 nodes total). The separation between nodes is
4 m (in both directions). At a frequency of 100 Hz and a compressional velocity of 5
kin/see, the wavelength is 50 m, Thus, our grid has a sampling rate of 10-15 nodes
per wavelength. This is sufficient to avoid dispersive effects caused by the finite-
difference approximation to the wave equation [e.g., Chin et al., 1984; Kneib and
Kerner, 1993; Hedstrom, 1993]. The maximum time-step is constrained by the
Courant condition; for our model we use a time-step of 0.00030 s. The simulation is
carried out to 3333 time-steps, or a temporal duration of 1 s.

A 5 km long array of seismometers is positioned along, the surface, each sensor
separated by 0.2 kin: These instruments record the vertical and radial components of
the wave field, although the synthetics shown are the P and S potentials. Figure 1
shows the high-frequency my-paths from the source to each receiver. Several rays
pass through the low-velocity zone.

RESULTS

We ran two simulations: one with and one without the low-velocity rubble zone.
Wave propagation through the rubble zone is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows .
"snapshots" of the progressively expanding wave field at times 0.15 (top), 0.3, 0.45,
and 0.6 (bottom) seconds. Red indicates the P potential and green illustrates the S
potential (or more precisely, the colors represent the time derivatives of the P and S
potentials). A bluish tint indicates negative amplitude. Prominent features in the wave
pattern include the direct P arrival (P), the P-to-S conversion along the free-surface
(IS), and the Rayleigh wave (R). Due to the shallow depth of the source, a direct
shear wave (S) is created by the interaction of the source with the free-surface. Non-
absorbed (artificial) reflections off the bottom and side grid boundaries are noticeable
during the later times.

The effect of seismic wave propagation through the low-velocity zone is clearly
illustrated in Figure 2. There is a noticeable delay in the direct P pulse that pene(rates
the rubble zone (I'd). In addition, a significant fraction of energy is reflected back
from the nuclear cavity (Pr). Similar propagation characteristics are observed for S
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waves.

Synthetic seismograms from the receiver array along the surface are shown in Figure
3. The seismograms are those corresponding to the P potential. The first arrival is
distinct and uniform for increasing receiver distances up to 3.2 kin. At a source
distance of 3.4 kin, however, the amplitude drops and the initial seismic pulse is
delayed. At this distance the synthetic is measuring the ray-path that propagates
through the top of the low-velocity zone (Figure 1). This characteristic delay and
amplitude reduction is observed for receiver distances up to 4.6 km, where the pul_se
regains its original shape. It may be possible to use this anomalous feature to detect a
sub-surface rubble zone.

The large clipped signal trailing the initial P arrival corresponds to the surface wave.
In a more realistic model (or the real F_u'th),these arrival_ would be smaller due to .
near surface attenuation. There is no attenuation in our model.

DISCUSSION

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate a measurable perturbation in the seismic signal for energy
passing through a low-velocity zone. This is observed as a signal delay and an
amplitude reduction. The delay is caused by the longer transmission time through the
rubble zone, and the amplitude decrease results from energy being scattered in '.
different directions as the seismic pulse hits the cavity. Notice the high amplitude ,:
backward propagating reflection off the void in Figure 2.

To further illustrate the effects of the low-velocity zone, we plot differential
seismograms in Figure 4 (P potential). This figure shows the difference between
solutions with and without the void, with the amplitudes the same as in Figure 3.
Transmission through the void is indicated by the large differenced signal between 0.5
and 0.7 seconds for receiver distanc._ of 3.4 to 4.6 km. The backward propagating
reflection from the low-velocity zone is seen as the arrivals between 0.5 and 0.8
seconds for the near source differenced synthetics (1.8- 2.6 km). Other reflections
and refractions from the low-velocity zone arrive at la_r times for all synthetics.

The amplitude of the perturbed signal (the difference between the two solutions) is
comparable to the original signal. This suggests that the low-velocity zone can be
detected by seismic methods. This is most true for the first arrival, since laterarrivals
will be mixed with other signals. There is also a recognizable effect due to the
backward propagating reflection from the low-velocity zone.

The real Earth is more inhomogeneous than our simple model. Crustal
inhomogeneities will cause perturbations in the seismic signal, in addition to those
from the nuclear cavity. This will inhibit the detection of a low-velocity rubble zone
(Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8). We have simulated inhomogeneities by applying a Gaussian
noise function to the medium parameters. This was accomplished by first randomly
perturbing the P wave velocity at each grid point (following a Gaussian distribution),
with no spatial correlation between points. These perturbations were then spatially
smoothed by summing all grid points within 7 points about each grid node; this
smoothing process was repeated 12 times so that the spatial velocity variations would
assume a Gaussian spatial correlation. The grid velocities were then adjusted by a
scale factor, so that the 2-sigma deviation would be a specified percentage of the
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original velocities. That is, 10% velocity "noise" means that 95% of the grid velocities
are within 10% of the original velocity structure. The S wave velocity was computed
so that the P-to-S ratio would be the same as the unperturbed velocity model. The
medium density did not change.

Synthetic seismograms for simulations with 5%, 10%, and 20% velocity noise are
shown in Figures 5, 6 and 8, respectively. The wave pattern for the 10% model is
shown in Figure 8. In Figure 5, both an amplitude reduction and signal delay are
clearly observed for ray paths penetrating the low-velocity region. The 5% velocity
perturbation doesn't have a significant effect on the waveforms. An amplitude
reduction is also observed in the 10% noise model of Figure 6. In fact, the reduction
is even greater than the unperturbed model (Figure 3), but this is due mostly to the
particular velocity structure used for the perturbation. The wave fields for the 10%
model are indicated in Figure 7. Although the seismic delay through the void (Pd) and
the backwards propagating reflection (Pr) are noticeable, it is clear that the wave fields
are beginning to lose their coherency due to the simulated inhomogeneity. Figure 8
shows seismic waveforms for a model with 20% velocity noise. In this case, the effect
of the rubble zone is not discernible. We conclude that the velocity structure needs to
be known to about 10% in order to detect the low-velocity region.

Another factor is that the real Earth is 3 dimensional. Thus, the expected signals will
be less pronounced since seismic energy will "wrap around" the low-velocity zone. In
addition, it would be more difficult to design an effective seismic refraction experiment
in 3 dimensions, since a priori parameters such as the cavity's approximate location
would be needed. The largest effect of the low-velocity region is from the direct first
arrival passing through the zone. If the cavity is not co-linear with the source and
receiver array, then the refraction effects through the rubble zone would not be as
pronounced. However, reflected energy from the low-velocity region would remain
significant.
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• APPENDIX

General Description:

A 4th-order finite-difference scheme is used to model seismic wave propagation in a
fully elastic 2-D inhomogeneous medium. This algorithm is based on a staggered-grid
implementation of the elastodynamic formulation of the full wave equation. The
algorithm is staggered in both space and time. Low order absorbing boundary
conditions using paraxial extrapolators are applied to the side and bottom grid
interfaces. Mode conversions at the free-surface are handled correctly using stress-free
boundary conditions. A compressional (P wave) source is used to drive the simulation,
with a time history defined by a PAcker wavelet.

Equations:

We wish to simulate the propagation of seismic wavesin a 2-dimensional
inhomogeneous elastic medium. The x axis is in the horizontal direction while the z
axis is in the vertical direction. The elastic wave equation can be represented in terms
of constitutive laws and the equations of motion [e.g., Madariaga, 1976]. The 2-D
equations of motion are given by

p_ = _ + _ + fx (Al-a)

and

p--_-- = _ + _ + f, (Al-b)

and the constitutive laws are given by

&= ov_ z_Vz (A2-a)T =(z+2_)-_ + -_-

O-_, 0V_ aV, (A2-b)-_- ="-_-- + o--T
and

8-T-= (z+2.) v.. + _ (A2-c)

where V_ and V, aretheparticlevelocitiesinthex and z directions,respectively,.c,_
and .c..arethenormalcomponentsofstress,and z,_istheshearstress.The medium
parametersaregivenby p (density),tt(rigidity),and _,(Lame parameter)and varyasa
functionofposition.Sourcetermsaregivenby f_andf..

EquationsA1 and A2 aretemporallystaggeredby one-halftime-step.That is,the
numericalsolutiontoEquationA1 isobtainedby solvingforV,and V,usingvaluesof
stress computed at the previous half time-step, and these new velocities are used to
update _, -c,,, and z_ in the following half-time step. Thus, the elastic wave equation
can be broken into two sets of independent first-order differential equations, where the
velocities depevd only on the stresses and the stresses depend only on the velocities.
There are 5 unknown variables in this system.
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Writing the wave equation as two sets of 1st order equations is advantageous because
the medium parameters are no longer functions of the spatial derivatives. This
simplifies the solution for inhomogeneous media, and results in lower computer storage
requirements. Although the conventional method of writing the 2-D elastic wave
equation as a second-order vector system involves only two variables (the
displacements in the x and z dir_,tions), in inhomogeneous media additionalmemory is
required for eomputationaUy efficient solutions to avoid recalculation of terms. In
addition, Ezluations A1 and A2 are conducive to a particular spatial discretization
known as a staggered grid implementation.

Staggered Grid:

We use a finite-difference scheme on a spatially staggered grid (Figure A1). The
computational variables Vx, Vz, _,=, z.., and _z are computed on separate grids, each
staggered by 1/2 node spacing (_= and _= are computed on the same grid). Staggered
grids are particularly useful in Ist order systems (odd ordered systems in general)
because the finite-difference approximations are more accurate than non-staggered
schemes [Fornberg, 1990]. Staggered differences approximate the derivative between
grid points, which effectively doubles the density of the grid. They are more accurate
than non-staggered differences which approximate the derivative on the grid points and
have an accuracy consistent with the actual grid density. Thus, in staggered systems
the width of the differencing stencil is necessarily less than its non-staggered
counterpart. The discretized spatial approximations to the stress derivatives in
Equation A1 are valid at the velocities,, while the reverse is true for Equation A2. The
higher _cy of the staggered system translates into less computer memory, since a
denser grid will be required to achieve the same accuracy in the conventional case.
The major drawback of the staggered grid approach is that this method is significantly
more difficult to implement.as a computer .code.

Finite Differencing:

We use a finite-differencing scheme that is 4th order accurate in space and 2nd order
accurate in time. Equations A1 and A2 can be discretized by

Vx,_a(t)= At(Dt_o_z[%=]+ D_O_[_,.])lp,U + Vxffi_(t_At) (A3-a)

V,_'(0 = At(Dt__2[xxz]+'Dt__ [_=])lp='_+ V,='_(t-A0 (A3-b)

xxxm_t+&t(2)- At((_.m'_+2)l,m'a)Dt_l [Vx]+ Zm_Dt_)'[Vj) + x_xm=(t-Atf2) (A3-c)

x_=_(t+At/2)= At(_.='_D_t [Vx]+ 0,='%2_t _°' [V,.])+ "_u_(t-Atf2) (A3"d)

_zm=(t.At/2)= At(Drm+L['Vx]+ Dt'_° [VJ)_tm'n+ "c_m_(t-Atf2) (A3-e)

where Df and D_ represent 4th order staggered grid differencing functions given by

Df [X] - (el(X,_- Xt_-l) + c2(Xt=_+1-Xt_-2))/Ax (A4-a)
and

D_ [X]= (cl(Xt="- Xt=-l_ + c_(Xtm+t"- xtm-2"n))lAz (A4-b)

where c_ and c2 are finite-differencing coefficients given by Clffig/8and c2=-I/24. The
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• subscript t represents the time-step and the superscripts m and n represent the grid row
and column grid number, respectively (Figure A1).

The spatial discretizations Axand Az depend on the frequency of the source and the
lowest velocity in the medium. We've found that for typical problems at least 10 .grid
points per wavelength are necessary to min_nize the effects of numerical dispersion
[e.g., Chin etal., 1984]. If the grid is too dome, however, the computational resources
will be overtaxed. The temporal time-step At depends on the Courant limit, and is a
function of the highest medium velocity and the node spacing [Press et al., 1986]. For
4th order staggered grid approximations, the Courant condition requires that
At<0.606Ah/a, where Ah is that minimumgrid spacing and a is the maximum velocity
[Levander, 1988].

Source Term:

An explosive source with a time functiondefined by the derivative of a Gaussianpulse
(Ricker wavelet) is used to drive the finite-difference simulation (f in Eq. A-l). An
explosive source requires that f==f=. The time history of the pulse is is given by

f(O- -2o.(t- to)exP_t'_ (AS)

where to is the time at the middle of the pulse and the parameter a controls the
•frequence content of the source.

The source is applied to a point in the two dimensional grid, and is centered about the
normal stress components _ and _,, .(Figure A1). The finite-difference approximation
of the source applied at grid point m,n is given by

V__°_+_= +Af_t/(_Az)lp_ (A6-a)

V_=*°_°=-AfAt/(Ax2Az)/p='= (A6-b)

V_=¢°_*°=+AfAt/(Az2Ax)/p='_ (A6-c)

VF _° =-AfAt/(Az2Ax)/p=_ (A6-d)

whereA istheamplitudeofthesource.A pointsourceina 2-dimensionalmodelis
computationallyequivalenttoa linesourcein3 dimensions[e.g.,AkiandRichards,
1980].

Boundary Conditions:

A stress-freeboundaryconditionisappliedtotheupperinterface,whichemulatesthe
groundsurface[e.g.,Vidaleand Clayton,1986].Thisboundaryconditionallows
reflectionsandmode conversionsto occur fromtheinterface.'I1_erequirementsare
thattheshearstress-=,_andtheverticalnormalcomponentofstress'_=equal0. Thisis
implementedinthedifferenchagschemeby requiringthat_==and_=be oddfunctions
centeredaboutthesurface(thusequalto0 attheinterface).Thisallowsnodes
immediatelybelowthesurfaceto useartificialgridpointsimmediatelyabovethe
surfaceinthedifferencing.

First-orderelasticabsorbingboundaryconditionsareappliedtothesideand bottom
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grid boundaries [Clayton and Engquist, 1977, 1980; Emerman and Stephen, 1983;
Mahrer, 1986]. Differencing equations are given in Clayton and Engquist [1977]. We
use paraxial methods to extrapolate the wave field normally outward from each
boundary. Interior grid points can utilize these extrapolated values in the differencing
scheme. Waves normal to each boundary are "absorbed" completely. Waves hitting a
boundary at an angle exhibit partial reflection back into the grid (including mode
conversion).Dependingon theincidenceangle,theamplitudeofthereflectedwaves
areusuallylessthan5-10% oftheincidentwave.

Visualization:

It is useful to graphically represent the wave field computed over the 2-D finite-
difference grid. Seismic waves in an elastic medium can be decomposed into the P
and S potentials (corresponding to the compressional and shear velocities). The P
potential is similar to the pressure field from acoustic wave propagation in water. The
S potential represents a shearing of the elastic medium and is similar to the side-by-
side motion associated with fault slip. The P and S potentials are proportional to the
dilatation and shear rotation, respectively. Within a scale factor, the P potential
(actually it's time derivative)is obtained from the particle velocities by

aVx aV, (A7-a)P=

and the S potential (time derivative) is obtained by
1 _}Vx aV,

S= _-(_z _x) (A7-b)

P-to-Sand S-to-Pconversionsoccurwhereverseismicwaves engagethefreesurface
ormedium boundaries.

It is particularly useful to display the P and S potentials in real time during the finite-
difference simulations, and we have developed this capability using an X Windows
interface. This type of display allows mode conversions to be viewed at medium
boundaries,and to quicklyinvestigatethe cause of numericalinstabilitiesin the
simulations.The computationaleffortforthisreal-timevisualizationisnot large
compared to the _velocity/stress updates (the visual updates are made at intervals of
several time-steps).

Computer Requirements:

The numericalsimulationsusedinthisstudywere performedon a Sun Sparc10-41-
• workstation(40MHz) with64 MBytes ofmemory and a 1 MByte datacache.The

finite-difference grid utilized 375,000 computational nodes, with simulations lasting
3333 time-steps. The CPU time for a single run was approximately 70 minutes. Thus,
the average time per node per time-step was 3.4 _. However, due to a dynamic grid
algorithm(seebelow)the actualnumber ofcalculationswere reducedby 30%. Thus,
the real computational time per node per time-step was 4.8 tin. A single computational
node requires 64 floating point operations for each time-step. This gives a sustained
operating speed of 13.5 MFIS)PS (floating point operations per second).
Computationsweremade insingleprecision.
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Depending on the medium parameters, the memory requirement per node is between
20 and 32 bytes (5-8 single precision words). Approximately 12 MBytes were
required for our simulations.. "llae algorithm and computational speed is efficient
enough, so that memory is the limiting factor in determining problem size.

The code was veetorized and ported to a Cray YMP at the National Energy Research
Supereomputer Center (NERSC). The run-time on this machine was reduced by a
factor of about 23 from identical runs on a Spare 10-41 workstation.

The computational efficiency was increased using 3 techniques: (1) Dynamic grid
algorithm; (2) Veetorization; (3) Compiler optimization. A dynamic grid algorithm
was used to reduce the total number of computations. Because the wavefront covers
only a small region of the grid during the early phase of the simulation, a considerable
speedup was obtained by eliminating from the computation the region of the grid yet
to be activated by the seismic pulse (zero elements are not computed). In general this
improvement is problem dependent, but we found speedups of 1.4 to 2.0 to be typical.
Veetorization of the finite-difference code improved the performance, even on scalar
machines. Although the Sun Spare 10-41 workstation does not contain a vector
processor, a speedup of about 1.7 was observed using a veetofized version of the
algorithm. This improvement is attributed to local memory referencing [e.g., Dowd,
1993]. When an algorithm is designed so that a higher percentage of variables are
found in the data cache or CPU registers, memory access time is significantly reduced.
Finally, we found that using different optimizing compilers had a significant effect on
performance. For example, a speedup of 1.8 was achieved when the lowest and most
eomputationally intensive section of the code was programmed in FORTRAN rather
than the C language. Overall, we were able to increase the algorithms efficiency by a
factor of about 5 by simply appling proper programming strategies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Crustal model. The model is a 2-D cross section extending 6 km in the
horizontal direction and 1 km in depth. The P-wave velocities are 5 krn/sec at the top
and 7 km/sec at 1 km depth (a uniform gradient of 2 km/sec). The stippled region in
the center is the low-velocity rubble zone (P-wave velocity 2.0 km/sex_). Along the
surface are seismometers separated every 0.2 km (triangles). The source is a
compressional Richer wavelet (star). The curves represent the high-frequency ray-
paths from the source to each receiver.

Figure 2: Expanding wave fields of the P (red) and S (green) potentials as a function
of time. The 5 images show the wave feld at 0.15 (top), 0.3, 0.45, and 0.6 (bottom)
seconds. Blue tint indicates.negative amplitude. Various phases are observed ihcluding
the direct P arrival (P), the P-to-S conversion along the free-surface (PS), and the
Rayleigh wave (R). Due to the shallow depth of the source, a direct shear wave (S) is
created by the interaction ofthe source with the free-surface. The delayed (Pd) and

reflected (Pr) P arrivals are clearly observed as the wave field interacts with the low-
velocity rubble zone. Non-absorbed (artificial) reflections off the bottom and side grid
boundaries are noticeable during the 0.45 and 0.6 second wave fields.

Figure 3: Synthetic seismograms along the surface (P potential) for the low-velocity
zone model. The clipped portion corresponds to the surface wave.

Figure 4: Differential synthetic seismograms along the surface (P potential). Shown
are the difference in synthetics between simulations with and without the low-velocity
zone..The amplitude is the same as Figure 3. This plot indicates the effect of the
low-velocity zone.

Figure 5: Synthetic seismograms along the surface (P potential) for the low-velocity
zone model with 5% noise added to the velocity structure.

Figure 6: Synthetic seismograms along the surface (P potential) for the low-velocity
zone model with 10% noise added tot he velocity structure.

Figure 7: Seismic wave fields as a function of time for the low-velocity zone model
with 10% noise added to the velocity structure (see Figure 2). Note the perturbations
as the wave fields begin to lose their coherency. The seismic delay and the reflection
from the void are clearly observed, although the effect is not as defined as in. the
unperturbed model shown in Figure 2. "

Figure 8: Synthetic seismograms along the surface (P potential) for the low-velocity
zone model with 20% noise added to the velocity structure.

Figure AI: Staggered gri6 _mplementation of finite-dhCferencescheme. The x axis is
horizontal and the z axis is vertical. The separation between nodes in the x and z
directions, are Ax and Az, respectively (Ax-Az). The variables Vx, Vz, _, =,,, and _z are
calculated on separate grids, each staggered by 1/2 node spacing (_ and _ are
calculated on the same grid). The row number is given by m, while the column
number is given by n.
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